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RWU to Join Forces with Bristol Substance Abuse Task 
Force and Bristol Police Department 
Roger Williams University will soon join forces 
with the Bristol Substance Abuse Task Force and the 
Bristol Police Department in an effort to help combat 
underage drinking. 
About three weeks ago, Richard Stegman, 
assistant dean <111d director of student life, met with Anne 
Field of the Task Force and Lieutenant Armand Pereira of 
the Bristol Police.to discuss involvement in this program. 
"We want to ensure that Roger WiUiams stu-
dents are responsible citizens in the community," said 
Stegman. 
The town of Bristol recently received a federal 
grant sponsored by the US Department of Justice, the 
Rhode Island Department of Health, and the Rhode Island 
Department of Mental Health, Retardation and Hospitals, 
Division of Substance Abuse, among others, to start a 
program aimed at getting all businesses with a liquor 
license in compliance with federal regulations and a 
Bristol town ordinance. 
The program has two main parts: education and 
enforcement. 
"[We feel that] education and training are 
essential to get people to understand what they are to be 
in compliance of," said Pereira. 
In conjunction with the Bristol Task force, the 
police department plans to hold a training session for all 
licensed establishments outlining the nature of the grant, 
the laws and ordinances in question, and the enforcement 
procedures the police intend to follow. 
"Our goal is to keep the honest and to educate 
those who aren't so honest," said Field. 
After several training sessions, the two-fold 
enforcement process will begin. 
Without warning, undercover agents from 
By Danielle Brigante, Editor 
checked and both underage drinkers and the party 
different departments will attempt to purchase alcohol throwers will be arrested. 
from license holding businesses to test compliance with ''We're taking a very strong stand on underage 
the town ordinance. After e:ery establis~ment has ?een drinking, but we feel it is necessary," said Pereira. 
tested, all business owners will be called mto a meett~g to According to Field, the task force and the 
discuss what happened. If a busin~s~ is ~ot i~ comph- . police department are getting the community involved 
ance, they will receive a letter outlinmgv1olations and wJ11 through outreach and the media. 
be randomly spot-checked until they are up to par. "On October 7 and 8 we published articles in 
" All flagrant violators will be subject to all fines the East Bay Edition of the Providence Journal and the 
and restrictions required by law," said Pereria. Bristol Phoenix," said Field. These articles piqued 
Businesses will also be required to post signs Stegman's interest and he contacted Pereira and Field to 
stating that they do not sell to minors. ask how the University could participate in the program. 
Once the initial round of spot checks are done, "We recognize the students are representa-
undercover agents will randomly show up at businesses tives of the University and they can't be disrespectful 
for further checks. According to Pereira, if there are any of their neighbors," said Stegman. 
violations, underage drinkers will be arrested and the Although their first meeting mostly involved 
business will be fined. introductions and an outlining of the task force and 
Also, the police plan to initiat~ a party pa~ol to police department's part in the plan, Stegman hopes to 
roam Bristol. Any loud, disruptive parties found will be meet with Field and Pereira soon to outline a program 
I www mz~:e ™ '1 for the University. 
"The main part of the program is education and 
with the help of Team CARE, the counseling center and 
our health educator, we try to work with the students to 
help underage students be aware of the pitfalls of 
drinking before it's too late," said Stegman. 
However, while Stegman recognizes that 
students will he students and not everything is prevent-
able, he hopes that through the university's involve-
ment, the students will realize what could happen 
should they decide to violate the underage drinking law. 
"If they as adults choose to violate laws, then 
they as adults must also be able. to deal with the 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ consequences," said Stegman. 
Photo by Marc Stroum, Staff Photographer 
Problems Arise at Feinstein 
By Danielle Brigante, Editor 
In mid October, Jaci Zelko, a junior marine its doors in their four years at the University. It houses renamed after Alan Shawn Feinstein, the philanthropist 
biology major, sat talcing notes in her freshwater ecology faculty offices for the humanities, social sciences, Univer- who helped initiate the service learning project. Over the 
class in Feinstein Hall. Half way through the class, the sity College, the School of Justice Studies and the Dean of summer, air conditioning was installed in the faculty 
covering of a light fixture fell from the ceiling and landed the School of Arts and Sciences. office pods. However, beyond these changes and regular 
next to her, shattering on impact. Zelko picked up her About three years ago, the south hall section of routine maintenance, Feinstein Hall has remained 
books and walked out of class. Feinstein Hall was renovated to update the lecture halls. unchanged in approximately 20 years. 
"Twas in total shock," said Zelko. "Here 1 am in Last year, a new facade was put up when the building was "The condition of that building has been less 
class trying to follow Skip [Pomeroy, professor] and all of than ideal for years," said Loretta Shelton, vice president 
a sudden something fell from the ceiling and almost _ of Academic Affairs. "However, when looking at the 
landed on my head!" . ~ .:,. CEED Building, it's no longer a comparison - it's a 
Zelko immediately reported the incident to S.'' ') 1 contrast." 
Ronald Ambrosetti, the dean of the college of arts and , ' Most of the furniture in the building has been 
sciences. there for 20 years, as have the curtains and mechanical 
About two weeks later, another light covering devices like projection screens. ~ost of the newer 
fell and almost..Janded on a student in one of Ernest furniture in the hall was brought in from other areas on 
Greco's hist-0ry classes. Dean Ambrosetti reported both campus. 
incidents to facilities management who then did a walk According to Matt White, director OI facilities 
through in. the building checking the rest of the light management, this is the first incident he knows of with 
fixtures. light fixtures falling in 20 or 30 years. 
"I think these were two isolated incidents," said While Shelton acknowledged that facilities 
Ambrosetti. "We reported them to facilities management management keeps up with regular maintenance, there is 
and I trust them to do their jobs." no doubt the building is in need of serious attention. 
Feinstein Hall is one of the main classroom 
buildings on campus. Every student must pass through Another busy day of classes for Feinstein Hall 
Photo by Marc Stroum, Staff Photographer 
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Want to join the staff? 
Do you like to write? Enjoy taking 
photos? Good with computers? Do you want 
to be a part of shaping the campus culture? If 
so, the Hawk's Eye is the organiz.ation for you! 
The Hawk's Eye student newspaper 
is a primary source of news and infonnation 
for and about the Roger Williams University 
community. We are always looking for new 
staff members. If you are interested in jour-
nalism, communications, graphic design, or just 
want to spend time with some truly interesting 
people, please let us know. We'd love to help 
you get involved. 
You can reach us at x3229 or by leav-
ing a note in the HE mailbox in the Depart-
ment of Student Activities. 
Hawk's Eve Letter Policv 
Letters to the Editors must be delivered to the 
HE mailbox (located in the Department of Stu-
dent Activities) prior to deadline for the given 
issue to be considered for publication. Any 
letters dropped off after deadline will not be 
considered. 
Letters must be typed and spell 
checked. All letters must be signed. Anony-
mous letters will not be printed. 
Letters should also include a phone 
number at which the author may be reached if 
there are any questions. Phone numbers will 
not be published. 
Letters to the editors provide the op-
portunity for readers to express personal opin-
ions on current events. The Hawk's Eye re-
serves the right to deny printing of letters to 
the editor that are found to be offensive, slan-
derous, misleading, or untimely. 
Published by the students of 
Roger Williams University 
The views and expressed in the 
Hawk's Eye are the responsibility of the 
writers and do not reflect the opinions of 
fhe university. 
Enough about the Milleniuni Already! 
Editorial by Danielle Brigante 
For the past 11 months, we have been inundated 
with talk of the millennium and Y2K. Everywhere you tum, 
there's another super special millennium promotion or 
another Y2K warning and I, for one, am tired of it. 
M&M/Mars started in 1998 with its "official 
spokes candies of the new millennium" ads and compa-
nies have been jumping on the bandwagon ever since. 
DeBeers is offering a special millennium diamond 
solitaire to "show her you'll love her for the next thou-
sand years." 
Automobile companies across the country are 
promoting their products as the only things one can 
depend on at the stroke of midnight, December 31. 
Gun and survivalist magazines are warning 
people to protect themselves in the face of the upcoming 
apocalypse. 
There are time capsules, best of the millennium 
lists, even millennium clothing lines on sale right now. 
And the really funny part is it's not even the tum of the 
millennium! 
2000 will be the first year of the new century, but 
new millennium will not start until 200 I. People are getting 
all excited over nothing. 
And what exactly is supposed to happen for 
Y2K? 
Currently, there are two opinions: people believe 
that either nothing will happen or the world will come to 
an end. 
The apocalypse theorists say that computers will 
roll the date over to "00" and read it at "1900," thus 
obliterating records like bank accounts and birth and 
death certificates. Power companies will fail, as will phone 
systems and the stock market, and some even believe that 
the computer systems controlling nuclear weapons will 
collapse, causing the weapons to fire at random. This 
chaos will then promote riots, looting and arson. 
Personally, I believe the hype surrounding the 
millennium is simply that - hype. 
Because we have been talking about Y2K for so 
Jong, r think that if anything goes wrong, it will be 
because we caused the problems ourselves. 
Just after midnight, many people will undoubt-
edly pick up their phones and check all electrical devices 
to make sure everything is working properly. This will 
place additional strain on already taxed resources. 
Unfortunately, no power or phone company can handle 
that kind of demand. This may, in tum, cause everything 
to shut down. 
I don't think nuclear warheads will fire at 
random, nor will computer systems completely collapse. I 
do worry, however that people will use this possible 
technological emergency as an excuse to riot, especially 
in big cities such as New York, Los Angeles, and Boston. 
So be careful this New Year's Eve. Have fun, 
party because we're not going to see another tum of the 
century in our lifetimes, but be safe about it. I want 
everyone to be back to read the first Hawk's Eye of the 
21st Century. 
Happy holidays everyone. Be safe. 
Tough Times at College 
An Editorial by Michelle Mostovy-Eisenberg 
College life is hard as it is, with tests, ago my pet bird and my great-aunts' sister died. 
midterms and finals, the social aspect, and being Recently my boyfriend's great grandmother died. 
away from home, which for many students is the My friends' god-uncle died recently also. One of 
first time they are on their own. College is full of my family cats, who had cancer, died as I was on 
new experiences, but nothing could have prepared the train going home for Thanksgiving. I was a half-
me for the realization that I AM NOT HOME. hour from home--1 didn't make it in time to say 
I am a sophomore from Philadelphia, goodbye to a beloved furry friend. 
Pennsylvania. That's 6 hours away by train, or Death has surrounded my friends and I. It 
almost 7 hours by car. So I don't go home very is hard to deal with. I am away from my family, 
often, just at Thanksgiving, Winter Break and Spring those who know me well and care and understand 
Break. So I miss a lot of what goes on at home what I am going though. I can't get home to these 
while I am here at college, 4 states away. I don't funerals, because of the distance. I can't get 
know what goes on in the lives of people in my closure because I can never say goodbye. I can't 
family, or any of the people I went to high school pay my respects to those who have died, because I 
with. I don't know what is going on in the local am so far away. It is harder to deal with death 
news back home, except for what is in the newspa- when you are all alone. 
per articles my family sends me. I get a phone call I wish I could go home, and have my mo the 
almost every day from some member of my family, hold me and tell me everything will be okay. I need 
or an email from my aunt, and a letter or package someone who understands what I am going through, 
every week from my mom, but I don't know what and we can be there for each other. 
goes on everyday in detail It is not like when I was Tears are flowing from my eyes as I write 
at home, and I knew what was happening. this. I wonder who will be next to leave me while I 
I feel alone sometimes here at college. am here at college. Who else won't I have a 
Sometimes I feel like there is no one I can talk to chance to say goodbye to? I am trying to spend 
that would understand, even though I have a great more time with my family when I am home on 
group offriends. No one knows who I am talking breaks. I try to call my mom more often and tell her 
about if I mention a politician from back home, or ifl I love her, and to send my grandparents (who just 
say someone in my family is sick, or if a friend I celebrated their 52°d wedding anniversary) cards to 
went to high school with got enga~ed or got kicked say "Hi" and to let them know I care. Any of the 
out of college. No one here really understands. people I care about may be gone tomorrow, so I am 
They can listen, but maybe that isn't enough for me. spending the time I can with them today. 
Another thing that is difficult to deal with If nothing else, read this editorial and think 
once I got college was death. Since I have been about your own life. Do we treat others fairly? 
here at RWU, a little over a year, at least 10 people With the respect they deserve? These people maybe 
or pets in my life have died. Not to mention rela- gone tomorrow, and we may never get to say 
tives and acquaintances of my friends who have goodbye, so treat every day as if it is your last, or 
died since they have been at college. Several weeks tfieir last. And fi11 each day with sunshine. 
Got something on your mind? 
Need something covered? 
Contact the 
Hawk's Eye Office 
at x3329 or Michelle at x5728. 
<Jo aff sludenls: 
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Problems at Feinstein 
[ contiuedfrom front page] 
"The administration has been responsive, but 
more could be and should be done to improve conditions 
[in Feinstein Hall]," said Shelton. "There should not be 
lights falling, clocks on different times in each classroom, 
or mechanical structures that don't work." 
Beyond retrofitting the lighting system in 
Feinstein Hall with recessed lights this upcoming summer, 
there are no plans to renovate the building in the near 
future. 
However, as Feinstein Hall is in desperate need 
of attention, architects are currently developing plans to 
renovate the Paolino Recreation Center and the Student 
Union. According to White, additions and renovati.ons to 
the Student Union could be complete by fall 2001. It is not 
yet clear when the gym renovations would begin. 
Problems in Feinstein H all affect more than one 
constituency at the University. Shelton believes it is 
important to improve conditions in Feinstein Hall both for 
the safety and well being of the faculty, students and staff 
who use it every day and for the impact it has on the 
morale of current and potential students and parents. 
"The classrooms in the building reflect high 
school rather than university life," said Shelton. 'There 
are no lounges, no place to sit and talk or study before 
and after classes. Students just run in and run out." 
ldeally, it would serve all constituencies to begin 
to look at renovations of Feinstein Hall so it better reflects 
the University environment and better meets the needs of 
the students, faculty and staff. 
"[n the past l 0 years, the School of Business has 
been renovated twice, the engineering building has been 
renovated and the CEED building has been built while 
Feinstein Hall has only been maintained," said Shelton. 
"There is no doubt there is an acknowledged need to 
correc.t the situation, but the ultimate question remains 
whether correction would involve renovations and 
renovations only." 
RWU's TimpsonReceives 
"Outstandil).g Teacher Award" 
Cliff Timpson, Ph.D., of Tiverton, assistant 
professor of chemistry, Feinstein College of Arts and 
Sciences, Roger Williams Universi ty, ha~ received the 
1999 "Outstanding Teacher A ward" from the University 
College Advisory Board. Dr. Timpson teaches the Core 
science course "Science: Discoveries in Context" for 
University College. 
Dr. Timpson holds a B.S. degree in chemistry 
from California State University at Fullerton and a Ph.D. 
degre~ in inorganic chemistry from the University of 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
"l've enjoyed sharing some of the fascinating 
and intriguing aspects of science with my students," said 
Dr. Timpson, "and getting to know and work with them 
has made me a better scientist and educator." 
John Stout, of Barringto~, dean of University 
College, noted ''this award recognizes Dr. Timpson's 
significant contribution to Roger Williams University 
through demonstrated teaching effectiveness to adult 
students, and his contribution to his profession and the 
community at large." 
Students, Professors Present 
Papers 
Nancy Nester, assistant professor of composi-
tion, and six students from the Honors Program recently 
presented papers at the 24'h Annual Meeting of the 
Society for Utopian Studies held in San Antonio, Texas. 
The Society for Utopian Studies is an international, 
interdisciplinary association. The RWU panel was 
entitled "Visions of Utopia: Dreams and Delusions." 
Presenting papers with Professor Nester were: 
Heath E. CapeJ\o, :;enior, Meadville, PA; Brian Dolan, 
senior, Merrimack, N.H.; Jennifer Donnell, senior, Deny, 
N.H.; AnnaLee Dragon, senior, Esperance, N .Y .; Benjamin 
Squires, junior, Augusta, Maine; and Lynn M. Turcotte, 
senior, North Attleboro, Mass. 
Animal Rights Club Revived for Next Semester 
By Becky Steele, Staff Writer 
It s a crisp December Morning at R WU. You 're on your way to class, laughing, talking and drawing you jacket 
more closely around you to keep warm. In the distance, there is a stirring behind the dumpster near the student union. 
You become aware <>fa certain presence there. You're being watched. A tiny, furry creature appears from behind and 
peers at you. Finally, you see a small body followed by the four paws it's attached to come out from behind its hiding 
place, sit down with its tail curled around its feet in curiosity, and begin to observe passers by. You wonder where the 
cat came from. But wait, there's another one sitting under a tree ... and another one beside that one. 
Many students are becoming increasingly concerned about the overpopulation of cats on campus, and out of 
that concern, sophomore Heath Marell and freshman Fiona McGraw, along with a good sized group of concerned 
students has decided to breath life into the abandoned Animal Rights organizat1on. "I found a list of 30 people from 
the club rush who wanted to join [the club]," Marell said. Many of them were concerned about the cats. 
Membership for the new club 'is fairly solid. "T have a list of about 15 people who are still interested," said 
Marell. "Around 6 of those routinely show up, including me." 
Many of the future goals of the organization revolve around getting the animals taken care of so that they 
don't end up causing a major problem. We're iooking for donations from faculty and staff to take the cats to the vet to 
get them checked out and fixed so that they don't multiply. We feel that we should find homes for some of the cats if 
we can, but either way, we nee,d to get them fixed before they multiply and it runs into a huge problem. Heath views 
the cats as a positive addition to the atmosphere at RWU. I think that they add a warm feeling to the campus, he 
remarked. He also pointed out that the cats could be preventing other, more undesirable animals from overrunning the 
campus. Without the cats, there could be a mouse or rat problem here. 
The Animal Rights Club holds its meetings every Friday at 4:00 PM in CEED 214. If anyone had any ques-
tions or would like to make a donation, feel free to contact Heath Marell at X5349, or Vice-President Fiona McGraw at 
X5418. 
Elizabethan Dinner a Finger Licking Feast 
By Kerry McLean, Contributing Writer 
Remember all the table manners your mother 
taught you: place your napkin on your lap or tuck it into 
your collar, keep your elbows off the table, use your fork 
and knife, never play with your food and never touch 
anyone else' s? At The Winter Solstice Shakespearean 
Feast, held before Thanksgiving break, table manners 
were null and void as students and professor alike ate 
Elizabethan cuisine without the assistance of utensils, 
serving spoons or napkins. 
Professor Deborah Robinson 's Sl1akespeare 
class relocated its weekly class to Dr. Robinson's home 
for a special feast the last Wednesday before Thanksgiv-
ing break. 
Students were ushered to tables arranged in a 
medieval U, trimmed with candles and platters of steaming 
food; plates were set and replica medieval knives pro-
vided for everyone to spear their Cornish hens. Tn the 
spirit of the occasion everyone ate with their hands, 
tearing into and gorging themselves on spiced fruit and 
stuffed grape leaves. The feast's menu read as follows: 
• Falstaffs Poor-Man's Lager (virgin spiced 
cider) 
• Pickled Pig's Trotters 
• Prince Hal's Deviled Eggs 
• Tartlet of Pork 
• Roast Comish Hen with Sauce Gauncile 
• Herbed Corn stuffing for Small Birds 
• Herbed Brown Fries 
• Spiced Apples and Squash 
• Carrots in Chives 
• Beans Fried in Onfon 
• Mixed Com and Vegetables 
• Redcurrant Sweetmeats of My L ady 
Windebanks 
• Manchet and Raston Breads 
• English Tritle 
A Macbeth and Lady Macbeth sat beside a 
capricious Puck whi le a Friar Lawrence conversed with a 
sparkling Titania and her bearded Oberon as students 
were required to come as anyone of Shakespeare's many 
characters. There were costumes, conversation and a 
little mischief, .as the i.n:ept!!SSible Puck "'"as sl~.hll& 
thjngs fo chanicter. 
"English is about community-bonding over 
food, enjoying good conversation and being who ever 
you want behind a mask," said a student. "[Dr. Robinson] 
only proves again that learning can involve all the senses 
and be exciting, inventive and interactive." 
Dr. Deborah Robinson, the professor for 
Shakespeare English 350, hosted the feast, created its 
menu, cooked its food and served it with the help of 
former students and acting wenches Marie A voli 
Knapman, Jessica Langlos and Amy Merrill. 
'1t was a chance to immerse yourself in the 
Shakespearean culture and eat with your fingers" 
reflected the hostess. 
Jn addition, Kristy Mosch-Flores perfom1ed 
music arranged by Will Ayton for the entertainment of the 
revelers. 
"The experience made the Elizabethan experience 
come to life for the class, not to mention that tbe food was 
incredible," said student Melissa Bellotti. 
Delaney Reads from The Drowning 
Edward J. Delaney, of Milton, Mass., associate 
professor of communications, Feinstein College of Arts 
and Sciences, Roger Williams University, read selections 
from his new book, The Drowning and Other Stories, last 
Monday, December 6, in The Other Place. 
The Drowning and Other Stories contains nine 
of Delaney's short stories. Publisher's Weekly wrote: 
"Delaney's measured pace imparts a grace to his tales, 
which at their best a,re reminiscent of Cheever or Updike's 
grittiest efforts. Few words are wasted in this quietly 
triumphant collection." 
Del.aney, an award-winning journalist, has also 
taught at Colorado State University and the University ~f 
Colorado at Colorado Springs. He earned a RS. degree in 
finance from Fairfield University and an M.S. degree in 
communications from Hoston University. 
Thank you for supporting the Hawk's Eye! Professor Edward J. Delaney Photograph byMarc Stroum, Staff Photographer 
Department Spotlight 
Theatre Department 
By Brooke Snyder 
The Theatre Department here at Roger 
Williams entails more than just learning how to act. The 
Theatre Department is designed to ensure that each 
student will have a broad liberal arts education in 
theatre. Students also attend a wide variety of plays 
done by The Royal Shakespeare Company, The Royal 
National Theatre Company, and The New London 
Theatre Company, plus a whole lot more. fn London, 
students are able to have group discussions with ac-
tors, 
designers, playwrights, directors and critics. The 
London Theatre Program is made up of outstanding 
British Faculty. Students attend ballet performances, 
modem dance concerts, operas, and The London 
Symphony. 
While students learn to develop theatre skills, 
they study cultural traditions as well. One of the 
program's highlights is the London 
Theatre Program. Many theatre majors can study abroad 
for a full semester in London, whish is a terrific 
opportunity. Theatre courses include: "Theatre of 
Shakespeare", "Contemporary European Theatre 
Production", "Acting Workshop", "Seminar in Design", 
"History of European Art and Architecture", and 
"Cultures in Contact." Students opt to gain an 
incredible experience though the London Theatre 
Program. 
Besides having the ability to study abroad 
students can participate in the university productions, 
which encompasses a wide variety of plays. The 
Theatre Department concentrates on selecting differ-
ent kinds of plays any given year. Classical pieces, 
contemporary pieces, musical pieces, and modem mas-
terwork pieces are selected, just to name a few. Recent 
RWU productions include Shakespeare's "Twelfth 
Night," a classical piece, "The Clearing," a contempo-
rary piece, "A Little Night Music," a musical and many 
student original plays. Whether you are a Theatre Major 
or not, you can join the Stage Club, an organization 
related to the Theatre Department; call 3615 for more 
information. 
This year the Theatre Department put on a number 
of plays which all have been very successful. The Studio 
series produced plays, "This is Rill Speaking" and "Four," by 
David Ives, botlt dealing with comedies. The Musical 
Review series produced "Girl's Night Out." The Main 
Season Series produced "A Place on the Magdalena Flats," 
also a combination of tragedy and comedy. 
The Theatre Department's most recent award was 
last year when four students were nominated to compete for 
the Irene Ryan Acting Award. In order to be nominated for 
this award, students must be seen by outside examiners that 
come to Roger Williams University. The students that are 
nominated for the Irene Ryan Acting Award automatically 
enter into a national competition. 
The Theater Faculty consists of wrniam 
Grandgeorge, History and Directing; Peter Wright, Acting 
and Literature; Dorisa Boggs, Design and Technical Theater; 
Jeffrey Martin, Voice, Literature and History; and Dianne 
Crowell, Musical Theater. lfyou are interested in The Theater 
Department please call extension 3626 for more information. 
The Performing Arts Center (The Barn) 
Photo by Marc Stroum, Staff Photographer 
Faculty Focus 
Thomas Doty 
By Kate Gentile, StaffW riter 
Tom Doty, a well-identified and appreciated 
professor by students will be retiring this year from 
Roger Williams University. Doty, is a professor of 
sciences involved in and out ofRWU. Doty bas 
been teaching at Roger Williams University since 
the summer of 1982. He received a B.A. in Science 
from Kent State in Ohio, as well as, a P.H.D. from 
University of Rhode Island. Professor Doty teaches 
thirteen different classes as RWU, but mostly 
vertebrate courses. His top four favorites include 
Herpetology, Ichthyology, and Marine Zoology of 
Human Anatomy and Psychology. Doty also has 
contributed his time to build the 
largest art and science program 
on campus. 
From 1978 through 
1982, Doty worked with Sea 
Government Studies involving 
the research of turtles and 
whales. Nowadays, Doty 
spends his time away from 
teaching classes at the Alton 
Jones research program at the 
University of Rhode Island 
studying frogs. This is full time 
research that Professor Doty 
undertakes, 3-5 days a week. "It 
is a heavy duty commitment and 
a strong independent study," 
stated Doty. His research 
includes the exploration of the reasons that frogs disap-
pear, and what should be done to solve this problem. 
Doty plans to move to Washington after his 
retirement from Roger Williams and will continue with his 
research concerning the problem with frogs. During this 
time he will also publish four papers. 
ln conclusion, when asked will he miss teaching at RWU, 
Doty responded by stating that he will miss bis students 
who appreciate the time and effort he contributes to the 
university. 
Professor Tom Doty 
Health Beat 
How To Tell If You Have The Flu 
By Donna Darmody, Director of Health Education 
Influenza is the proper name for the 'flu'. Influ-
enza is a highly contagious infection of the respiratory tract. 
It usually occurs in epidemics during the colder months. 
The RWU Health Services usually sees cases of the flu after 
the Thanksgiving holiday so here is some information to 
help you determine is you have the flu. 
What causes the Ou? 
Influenza is caused by a virus. You can catch it 
from breathing the droplet from an infected person or by 
indirect contact such as the use of a contaminated drinking 
glass. The influenza virus then goes into the nose and 
lungs and causes swelling and discharge. As with most 
viral illnesses there is no specific treatment and your im-
mune systems has to fight it off. Although you feel very 
sick, if you are healthy the flu is usually self limiting and 
your symptoms should resolve within a week. 
How will I know I have it? 
Symptoms usually occur within 24 to 48 hours af-
ter ex:posure and include a sudden onset of any or all of the 
following symptoms -chills, temperature of 101 to 103 de-
grees F; headache; pain behind the eyes; fatigue; general-
ized body aches particularly in the back, arms, and legs; a 
dry cough; hoarseness; red eyes; and nasal congestion. 
Symptoms usually last 3-7 days but the cough 
and weakness may persist. Fever that lasts longer than 3-
5 days is serious. The most common complication is 
pneumonia but there are many other problems that can be 
caused by the flu. 
Alumni Comer 
Colleen M Meagher 
By James Christiansen 
Class of '97 and Historic Preservation major, 
olleen Meagher is currently working for the city of 
oston as a Preservation Planner. Colleen staffs two 
·stone-district commissions in Boston, one in Beacon Hi 
and the other in the Mission Hill Triangle neighborho 
of Rox:bury. Each district has monthly public hearings 
when design-review applications are heard by the 
commissions. Most of Colleen's work revolves around 
preparing for the hearings. Before the hearings, she 
compiles agendas and works with people to ensure the 
applications are complete. After the hearings, she 
follows up on her commissions' decisions by writing 
letters and doing site visits to check on projects. The 
best part of Colleen's job is working with projects in h' 
district and knowing that she is having a permanent 
effect on those areas of the city. 
Jennifer A. Maursky 
By James Christiansen 
Jennifer Maursky, class of '98 and Marine 
Biology major, is now living and working in the 
Washington D. C. area. She is currently working at a 
child care program teaching before and after school to 
school age children and teaching enrichment to 5 year 
olds. 
Dean Stout Receives 
Certificate 
John Stout, dean of University College, received 
a certificate of achievement from the New Jersey 
National Guard in recognition of his work with members 
of the New Jersey National Guard who are either RWU 
students or graduates. Colonel Thomas Sullivan, the 
National Guard chief of staff, presented the certificate. 
This is the second certificate Dean Stout has 
received from the New Jersey National Guard. 
Reevaluating Christmas 
Editorial by Chris Sparling 
Before I go even a word further with this 
editorial, I want to preface what I am about to say with 
this statement: This is not the "keep Christ in Christmas" 
argument you hear every year around the holiday season. 
It is not a rebuttal to a sign I passed on the way to school 
that said something like "X-Mas Bazaar," or a "X-Mas 
trees for sale" advertisement that might have affected me. 
I refuse to assert my own personal religious views on 
Christmas, and even more so, would not try and force 
feed anyone a spoonful of sanctimony. Instead, what I 
am taJcjng issue with is a much more concrete societal 
problem. 
Parents work year round at their laborious jobs, 
veritable proletariats doing their utmost to make it in a 
world still run by a seemingly unrelenting bourgeoisie. 
Many work two to three jobs, only to still fall short at the 
end of every month. While continuing to manage car 
payments, mortgages, utility bills, and credit card bills, 
parents must still provide for their children. Now, enter 
Christmas. The car payments go up because your 
insurance is raised due to an accident you had in a mall 
parking lot. The mortgage, fortunately, stays the same, 
but you still question if moving out of the low rent 
apartment so fast was such a good idea. The utility bills 
triple from the increased usage of gas and electric heat, as 
well as the overabundance of Christmas lights strung all 
over the yard. And credit card bills .. .! think that much is 
self-explanatory. Merry Christmas? It better be for the 
amount of money it costs. 
And after all the toil, hard work, and draining of 
savings accounts are done, who gets the credit? Do the 
parents? The grandparents? The aunts and uncles? No 
- a fictional character named Santa Claus does. He gets 
the milk and cookies, he gets the praise, and he gets the 
gigantic light-up lawn monument made in his image. Hell, 
for the amount of effort my own parents put into Christ-
mas while my sister and I were growing up, I should be 
able to walk into The Christmas Tree Shop and buy a 
light-up ornament of them! Instead, this non-existent icon 
is still equated with Christmas and the presents under the 
tree. This is at no fault of the children, however, but 
merely what 1 see as an extremely sad commentary on 
contemporary society. Although the tradition of Santa 
Claus dates back for hundreds of years, I think that this 
archaic notion of a gift-giving man and his reindeer is 
grossly unfair. It leaves the grunt work to the parents but 
gives the appreciation elsewhere. Children are showered 
with expensive presents that were barely afforded, but 
completely unaware of who and what went into buying 
those gifts. As a result, you arc left with a society of 
children who know the price of everything but the value 
of nothing. 
I am not going off the deep end with this and saying that 
Santa Claus should be boycotted from Christmas, or 
anything even remotely similar. Maybe Santa can leave 
one or two gifts, but it should not be all of them. Kids 
should know enough to thank their mommy and daddy on 
Christmas morning, instead of five years later when the 
Santa Claus/Tooth Fairy/Easter Bunny jig is up. Many 
may argue that Christmas should not be about presents at 
all. In a utopian society, this would be viable. But in 
today's world, you are only fooling yourself if you claim 
to not be a victim of -and active participant in the 
materialistic madness. Pokemon, Play Station, Barbie, 
Furbics .. .this stuff rules a child's world. The last thing a 
parent needs is more competition for their child's atten-
tion, and especially not competition that seemingly 
provides them with all of these toys. So in a last ditch 
effort to preserve the dignity of Christmas, I suggest to 
parents that they increase their visibility in this holiday 
kaleidoscope. Make Santa more like an ornament, and 
make yourselves the stars. 
Make a resolution in the 
Year2000! 
Get Involved on 
Campus! 
Education shouldn't end 
when you walk out of the 
classroom! 
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Are you beginning to panic about everything that you "did not do" first 
semester? You can catch up over the break by taking the following steps. 
Stop by the Career Center before you leave. Pick up a "Blue Book" which has 
sample resumes and cover letters in it. 
While at home, do a sample resume and cover letter. You can either send them 
in to the Career Center, or fax them to us (401-254-3497). We will be happy to critique 
them for you and get them back to you. 
Talk to all of your relatives when you get together for holidays. Remind them 
that you will be graduating, and let them know the kind of work that you are looking for. 
They may know of people for you to speak with. Think, too, about speaJcjng with your 
friends' parents. Are any of them worJcjng at companies that are of interest to you? See 
if you can go in with them and "shadow" them for a day. This will allow you to see the 
inner workings of a company and determine if it is a place that you might like to apply. 
(See "informational interview information in the blue book.) 
Shop around home and purchase your interview outfit. Good bets would be a 
suit in blue or gray. It shouJd be of fairly traditional cut and length. Think too, about 
accessories: a coordinating tie or scarf, shirt or blouse, shoes and some type of a leather 
portfolio. 
lf you plan on returning home upon graduating, do some checking to see what 
industry exists in your area. Drive around and see what kinds of companies are there. 
Contact the local Chamber of Commerce and get a listing of local companies. Look 
through the Yellow Pages and see what Jcjnds of employment agencies are there. Cal I a 
few to see what kind of services they offer. 
If you still have "no idea of what you want to do," start thinking. What kind 
of job would you really like to start with? Do you want to get dressed up for work, or 
would I rather be in a more casual setting? What skills would you like to start? 
Remember that it is okay not to know what you want to do with the rest of your 
life. Many people who have been working for a while still find it difficult to answer that 
question. The question is where would you like to start? 
We are here to help you with each step along the way. Don't hesitate to call 
either Patrick Lennahan, the Director of the Career Center or me. We are here to help 
you take your first or next step toward employment m May. 
Kathie Oliveira, Associate Director, Career Center 
Computer Systems Not Affected by Y2K Bug 
By Tiago Dinis, Contributing Writer 
School officials assure that Roger Williams University will not encounter any problems related to 
the supposed "bug" that everybody fears will arrive in less than a month. Computer systems at Roger 
Williams are fully compliant and ready for the year 2000. 
For some time now students have been asking themselves if computers at school are ready for 
the supposed "Y2K bug". Worries have been escalating and the community at Roger Wi l\iams University 
wants to be sure that systems at the registrar's office and the administrative systems are ready. Problems 
could include deletion of files, grades, financial records, and so forth. This, of course, would be the worst-
case scenario. The real scenario however, is a much simpler one. Les Daigle, Executive Director of the 
Technical Services Division, assures that the computer lab's hardware is fully compliant. Moreover, the 
school official dispels the myth and downplays the problems. "There will be no data loss involved in 
individual PC's. The chance for data loss is extremely slim; in most cases people w111 have to manually 
change the dates on their personal computer systems. I do not feel this will be a major issue." 
According to Mr. Daigle, "Bio systems have been upgraded and date handling capacity and 
actual processor chips are already compatible, but for other machines we had to run new software 
through them. Apple computers however, have always been year 2000 compliant. The biggest worries" 
The Executive Director asserts, "would have to do with the administratjve system, which handles admis-
sions, grades, and so forth. This system is also Y2K certified by IBM." 
When it comes to the costs incurred for these preparations Mr. Daigle cannot provide a definite 
number because they were done prior to November, which was the date this new management team 
came to Roger Williams University. However, "there were no major equipment costs. Costs have been 
more in terms of manpower to implement new software and new patches rather than equipment." Les 
Daigle also claims "no problems of any kind were encountered while preparing. Furthermore, we will be 
staffed and technicians will be here to verify everything and to make sure that no unexpected problems 
occur." 
David A. Gingerella, Dean for Student Finance and Records, also feels very confident dealing 
with this issue. When asked if computer systems at the Registrar and Bursar's offices were ready for 
problems related to Y2K bug the Dean simply stated "as far as I know our systems are fully ready to 
deal with this issue. These offices went through the newest Datatel System in order to insure the integ-
rity of our systems. Also Uni cards have been upgraded. Students can feel confident that no problems 
should arise." According to this school official, "costs for these preparations were part of the normal 
operation costs. In this case we just pushed ourselves in order to solve this issue as fast as possible." In 
addition, Dean Gingerella confirmed that "no problems are expected. The student ~ody can feel assured 
and confident about this issue." Chuck Fulcher, a senior at Roger Williams, claims that "this hypothetical 
problem is not as big as people might think. I believe people in general overreact to this issue. I am 
confident that nothing of major importance is going to come from the Y2K computer bug." 
Some consider this topic to be overly discussed; others feel almost certain that problems are 
going to take place in a variety of computer systems and services. Whoever may be right, our community 
at Roger Williams can feel assured that the school administration is doing everything in their power to 
make sure that nobody is affected if this "bug" turns out to be a more serious matter. 
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Top 100 News Events of the Century 
From the Newseum 
I .United States drops atomic bombs on Hiroshima, Nagasaki: Japan surrenders to end 
World War U (1945) 
2.American astronaut Neil Armstrong becomes the first human to walk on the moon 
(1969) 
3.Japan bombs Pearl Harbor: United States enters World War II (1941) 
4. Wilbur and Orville Wright fly the first powered airplane ( 1903) 
S.Women win the vote (1920) 
6.President John F. Kennedy assassinated in Dallas (1963) 
7.Horrors ofNazi Holocaust, concentration camps exposed (I 94S) 
8.World War I begins in Europe(l 914) 
9.Brown v. Board of Education ends "separate but equal" school segregation (19S4) 
I O.U.S. stock market crashes: The Great Depression sets in (1929) 
I I .Alexander Fleming discovers the first antibiotic, penicillin ( 1928) 
12.Structure ofDNA discovered (l9S3) 
13.U.S.S.R dissolves, Mikhail Gorbachev resigns: Boris Yeltsin takes over (1991) 
14.President Richard M. Nixon resigns after Watergate scandal ( 1974) 
IS.Germany invades Poland: World War II begins in Europe(l939) 
16.Russian revolution ends: Communists take over (1917) 
17.Henry Ford organizes the first major U.S. assembly line to produce Model T cars 
(1913) 
18.Soviets launch Sputnik, first space satellite: space race begins (l 9S7) 
19.A lbert Einstem presents special theory of relativity: general relativity theory to follow 
(l90S) 
20.FDA approves birth-control pill (1960) 
2 l.Dr. Jonas Salk's polio vaccine proven effective in University of Pittsburgh tests (l 9S3) 
22.AdolfHitler named Chancellor of Germany: Nazi Party begins to seize power (1933) 
23.Civil rights leader Martin Luther King assassinated in Memphis, Tenn (1968) 
24.D-Day invasion marks the beginning of the end of World War II in Europe (1944) 
2S.Deadly AIDS disease identified (198 l) 
26.Congress passes landmark Civil Rights Act outlawing segregation (1964) 
27.Berlin Wall falls as East Germany lifts travel restrictions ( 1989) 
28.Television debuts in America at New York World's Fair ( 1939) 
29.Mao Tse-tung establishes Peoples Republic of China: Nationalists flee to Formosa 
(Taiwan)( 1949) 
30.Charles Lindbergh crosses the Atlantic in first solo flight (1927) 
31.First mass market personal computers launched ( 1977) 
32. World Wide Web revolutionizes the Internet ( 1989) 
33.Scienhsts at Bell Labs invent the transistor ( 1948) 
34.FDR launches ''New Deal:'' sweeping federal economic, public works legislation to 
combat depression ( 1933) 
3S.Cuban Missile Crisis threatens World War Ill (1962) 
36."Unsinkable" Titanic, largest man-made structure, sinks (1912) 
37 .Germany surrenders: V .E. Day celebrated (l 94S) 
38.Roev. Wade decision legalizes abortion (1973) 
39.World War I ends with Germany's defeat (1918) 
40.First regular radio broadcasts begin in America ( 1909) 
41. Worldwide flu epidemic kills 20 million (19 J 8) 
42.ENIAC accelerates digital computing ( 1946) 
43.Regular TV broadcasting begins in the United States ( 1941) 
44.Jackie Robinson breaks baseball's color barrier (1947) 
4S.lsrael achieves statehood (1948) 
46.Plastic invented: revolutionizes products, packaging (1909) 
47.Montgomery, Ala., bus boycott begins after Rosa Parks refuses to give up her seat to 
a white person (19SS) 
48.Atomic bomb tested in New Mexico (I 94S) 
American Film Institutes' List of the 50 Greatest 
American Screen Legends 
MEN WOMEN 
I. Humphrey Bogart I . Katharine Hepburn 
2. Cary Grant 2. Bette Davis 
3. James Stewart 3. Audrey Hepburn 
4. Marlon Brando 4. Ingrid Bergman 
S. Fred Astaire S. Greta Garbo 
6. Henry Fonda 6. Marilyn Monroe 
7. Clark Gable 7. Elizabeth Taylor 
8. James Cagney 8. Judy Garland 
49.Apartheid ends in South Africa: law to treat races equally (1993) 
SO.Civil rights march converges on Washington, D.C.: Martin Luther King gives "l Have 
A Dream" speech (1963) 
SI .American scientists patent the computer chip ( l 9S9) 
S2.Marconi transmits radio signal across the Atlantic ( 190 I) 
S3.White House sex scandal leads to impeachment of President William Jefferson Clinton 
(1998) 
54.Sec. of State George Marshall proposes European recovery program (The Marshall 
Plan)(l947) 
SS.Presidential candidate Robert F. Kennedy assassinated in California (1968) 
S6.U.S. Senate rejects Versailles Treaty: dooms League ofNations (1920) 
S7.Rachel Carson's "Silent Spring" stimulates environmental protection movement (1962) 
S8.British rock group The Beatles takes the United States by storm after debut on the Ed 
Sullivan show (1964) 
S9.Congress passes Voting Rights Act, outlawing measures used to suppress minority 
votes (196S) 
60. Yuri Gagarin becomes first man in space ( 1961) 
61.First jet airplane takes flight ( 1939) 
62.U.S. combat troops arrive in South Vietnam: U.S. planes bomb North Vietnam (196S) 
63.North Vietnamese forces take over Saigon (1975) 
64.Manhattan Project begins secret work on atomic bomb: Fermi triggers first atomic 
chain reaction ( 1942) 
6S.Congress strengthens "GI Bill of Rights" to help veterans (l 94S) 
66.Alan Shepard becomes first American in space (1961) 
67. Watergate scandal engu Ifs Ni x-0n administration ( 1973) 
68.Earthquake hits San Francisco: "Paris of the West" bums (1906) 
69.United Nations is officially established (194?) 
70.Communists build wall to divide East and West Berlin ( 1961) 
71.Mohandas Gandhi begins leading nonviolent reform movement in India (1920) 
72.Standard Oil loses Supreme Court antitrust suit: monopolies suffer blow (1911) 
73.United States withdraws last ground troops from Vietnam (1973) 
74.North Atlantic Treaty Organization established ( 1949) 
75.Joseph Stalin begins forced modernization of the Soviet Union: resulting famines 
c1aim25 million (1928) 
76.Democrat Franklin D. Roosevelt beats incumbent President Herbert Hoover ( 1932) 
77.Mikhail Gorbachev becomes Soviet Premier: begins era of"Glasnost" (I 98S) 
78.Max Planck proposes quantum theory of energy ( 1900) 
79.Scientists clone sheep, dubbed Dolly, in Scotland 0997) 
80.Congress passes interstate highway bill (l 9S(i) 
81.Panama Canal opens, linking the Atlantic and Pacific Oci:ims°(1914) 
82.Betty Friedan's "The Feminine Mystique" inaugurates modem women's rights 
movement (1963) 
83.The Space Shuttle Challenger explodes killing crew including school teacher Christa 
McAuliffe (1986) 
84.United States sends troops to defend South Korea (l 9SO) 
8S.Violence erupts at Democratic National Convention in Chicago ( 1968) 
86.Sigmund Freud publishes ''The Interpretation of Dreams" (1900) 
87 .China begins "Great Leap Forward" modernization program: estimated 20 million die in 
ensuing farnine( l9S8) 
88.United States enters World War l (1917) 
89.Babe Ruth hits 60 home runs - a single-season record that would last for 34 years 
(1927) 
90.John Glenn becomes first American to orbit the earth ( 1962) 
91.North Vietnamese boats reportedly attack U.S. ships: Congress passes Gulf of Tonkin 
resolution (1964) 
92.Pathfinder lands on Mars, sending back astonishing photos (1997) 
93.Hitler launches "Kristallnacht," ordering Nazis to commit acts of violence against 
German Jews ( 1938) 
94. Winston Churchill designated Prime Minister of Great Britain ( 1940) 
95.Louise Brown, first "test-tube baby," born healthy (1978) 
96.Soviets blockade West Berlin: Western allies respond with massive airlift ( 1948) 
97 .Bill Gates and Paul Allen start Microsoft Corp. to develop software for Altair com-
puter (I 97S) 
98.Chemobyl nuclear plant leak results in eventual deaths of an estimated 7,000 (1986) 
99.Teacher John Scopes' trial pits creation against evolution in Tennessee (I 92S) 
100.Thc U.S. Surgeon General warns about smoking-related health hazards ( 1964) 
Quiz Corner 
9. Spencer Tracy 9. Marlene Dietrich 
I 0. Charlie Chaplin I 0. Joan Crawford 
How Much (or Little) Do You Know About Life One Hundred Years Ago? 
11. Gary Cooper I I. Barbara Stanwyck 
12. Gregory Peck 12. Claudette Colbert 
13. John Wayne 13. Grace Kelly 
14. Laurence Olivier 14. Ginger Rogers 
IS.GeneKelly IS. Mae West 
16. Orson Welles 16. Vivien Leigh 
17. Kirk Douglas 17. Lillian Gish 
18. James Dean 18. Shirley Temple 
19. Burt Lancaster 19. Rita Hayworth 
20. The Marx Brothers 20. Lauren Bacall 
21. Buster Keaton 21 . Sophia Loren 
22. Sidney Poitier 22. Jean Harlow 
23 . Robert Mitchum 23. Carole Lombard 
24. Edward G. Robinson 24. Mary Pickford 
25. William Holden 2S. Ava Gardner 
From Dr. Mac's Trivia Comer .. 
I. Who was president of the United States one hundred years ago? 
2. Who was his vice-president? 
3. Queen Victoria was still on the British Throne. How many more years will she be there? 
4. Which famous American author was born July 21, 1899, in Oak Park, a Chicago suburb? 
S. Christmas Day, 1899, saw the birth of one of the most famous Hollywood actors of all time. Who was it? 
6. What agricultural pest crossed from Mexico into the Southern United States in 1899? 
7. A French pamting called Two Tahitian Women was finished in 1899. Who painted it? 
8. The first ones of these appeared in American markets in Chattanooga, Tennessee. What were they? 
9. What novel, touted as the American Madame Bovary, was published in 1899, describing life among French-Louisiana 
aristocracy? 
10. What victim of anti-Semitism was fmally pardoned for a crime which he was convicted of in 1894? He had been sen-
tenced .to life imprisonment in 1896 and spent some time on Devil's Island. 
(answers appear on Back Page) 
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America's Greatest Movies 
From the American Film Institute 
I. Citizen Kane ( 1941) 
2. Casablanca(l942) 
3. The Godfather (1972) 
4. Gone With The Wind (1939) 
5. LawrenceofArabia(l962) 
6. The Wizard of Oz (193 9) 
7. The Graduate (1967) 
8. OnTheWaterfront(1954) 
9. Schindler' s List ( 1993) 
10. Singin' In The Rain (1952) 
11. It's A Wonderful Life(l946) 
12. Sunset Boulevard (1950) 
13. The Bridge On The River Kwai 
(1957) 
14. SomeLikeitHot(1959) 
15. StarWars(l977) 
16. All AboutEve(l950) 
17. The African Queen ( 1951) 
18. Psycho (1960) 
19. Chinatown{l974) 
20. One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest 
(1975) 
21. The Grapes of Wrath ( 1940) 
22. 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) 
23. The Maltese Falcon (1941) 
24. Raging Bull (1980) 
25. E.T.-TheExtra-Terrestrial(1982) 
26. Dr. Strangelove or: How I ... (1964) 
27. Bonnie And Clyde (1967) 
28. ApocalypseNow(1979) 
29. Mr. Smith Goes to Washington(l939) 
30. The Treasure of the Sierra Madre 
(1948) 
31. AnnieHall(l977) 
32. TheGodfather,Partil(1974) 
33. High Noon (1952) 
34. To Kill A Mockingbird (1962) 
35. ItHappened0neNight(l934) 
36. Midnight Cowboy (1969) 
37. The Best Years of Our Lives(l 946) 
38. Double Indemnity (1944) 
39. Doctor Zhivago ( 1965) 
40. North ByNorthwest(1959) 
41. WestSideStory(1961) 
42. Rear Window ( 1954) 
43. KingKong(J933) 
44. The Birth Of A Nahon (1915) 
45. AStreetcarNamedDesire(1951) 
46. A Clockwork Orange ( 1971) 
47. TaxiDriver(l976) 
48. Jaws (1975) 
49. Snow White And The Seven Dwarfs 
(1937) 
50. Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid 
(1969) 
51. The Philadelphia Story (1940) 
52. From Here to Eternity (1953) 
53. Amadeus (1984) 
54. All Quiet On The Western Front (1930) 
55. The Sound of Music (1965) 
56. M*A*S*H(1970) 
57. The Third Man ( 1949) 
58. Fantasia(1941) 
59. Rebel Without a Cause( 1955) 
60. Raiders oftheLostArk(1981) 
61. Vertigo (1958) 
62. Tootsie (I 982) 
63. Stagecoach ( 1939) 
64. Close Encounters of the Third Kind 
(1977) 
65. TheSilenceoftheLambs(l991) 
66. Network ( 1976) 
67. The Manchurian Candidate(1962) 
68. An American ln Paris(l 951) 
69. Shane(l953) 
70. The French Connection ( 1971) 
71. Forrest Gump (1994) 
72. Ben-Hur(l959) 
73. Wuthering Heights (1939) 
74. The Gold Rush (1925) 
75. Dances With Wolves (1990) 
76. City Lights (1931) 
77. American Graffiti ( 1973) 
78. Rocky {1976) 
79. TheDeerHunter(1978) 
80. The Wild Bunch (1969) 
81. Modem Times (1936) 
82. Giant (1956) 
83. Platoon (1986) 
84. Fargo (1996) 
85. DuckSoup (l933) 
86. Mutiny on the Bounty ( 1935) 
87. Frankenstein (1931) 
88. Easy Rider ( 1969) 
89. Patton (1970) 
90. The Jazz Singer (1927) 
91. My Fair Lady(l964) 
92. A Place in the Sun (1951) 
93. The Apartment (1960) 
94. Goodfellas (1990) 
95. Pulp Fiction ( 1994) 
96. The Searchers ( 1956) 
97. Bringing Up Baby ( 193 8) 
98. Unforgiven ( 1992) 
99. Guess Who's Commg To Dinner (1967) 
I 00. Yankee Doodle Dandy( 1942) 
Top 100 Books 
I . The Interpretation of Dreams by Sigmund Freud ( 1900) 
2. The Wonder{Ul Wizard o(Oz by L. Frank Baum (1900) 
3. Heart o(Darkners by Joseph Conrad (1902) 
4. The Wings o(the Dove by Henry James (1902) 
5. Tlze Hound ofthe Baskervilles by Arthur Conan Doyle (1902) 
6. TheStoryo(MyLifebyHelen Kcller(1903) ' 
7. The Souls o(Black Folk by W .E.B. Du Bois (1903) 
8. The Chem Orchard by Anton Chekhov {1904) 
9. The Protestant Ethic and the Soirit of Capitalism by Max Weber (1904) 
I 0. The Jungle bv Upton Sinclair (I 906) 
11. The Education of Henry Adams by Henry Adams (l 907) 
12. Elementary Forms of Religious Life by Emile Durkheim (19 I 2) 
13. 0 Pioneers! by Willa Cather (1913) 
14. An Economic Interpretation o(the Constitution ofthe United States by Charles 
Beard( 19 I 3) 
I 5. Rebembrance o(Things Past by Marcel Proust (3 vol. 1913-27) 
16. The Good Soldier by Ford Madox Ford (1915) 
17. O(Human Bondage by W. Somerset Maugham (1915) 
18. The Age oUnnocence by Edith Wharton (1920) 
19. The Frontier in American History by Frederick Jackson Turner ( 1920) 
20. Michael Robartes and the Dancer by William Butler Yeats {1921) 
21. Ulysses by James Joyce (1922) 
22. The WastelandbyT.S. Eliot(1922) 
23. The Meaning ofRelativity by Albert Einstein (l 922) 
24. Babbitt by Sinclair Lewis (1922) 
25. A Passage to India by E. M. Forster (1924) 
26. The Magic Mountain by Thomas Mann (1924) 
27. The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald (1925) 
28. The Sun Also Rises by Ernest Hemingway (1926) 
29. To the Lighthouse by Virginia Woolf(l 927) 
30. lady Chatterley's Lover by D.H. Lawrence (1928) 
31. Coming o(Age in Samoa by Margaret Mead 0928) 
32. All Quiet on the Western Front by Erich Maria Remarque (1928) 
33. The Maltese Falcon by Dashiell Hamett (1929) 
34. The Sound and the Fury by William Faulkner{l929) 
35. The Man Without Qualities by Robert Musil (2 vol. 1930-43) 
36. Brave New World by Aldous Huxley (1932) 
37. The Postman Always Rings Twjce by James M. Cain (1934) 
38. Tropic of Cancer by Henry Miller (l 934) 
39. Gone with the Wind by Margaret Mitchell (1936) 
40. General Theory o[Employment. Interest and Money by John Maynard Keynes (1936) 
41. U.S.A. by John Dos Passos ( 1937) 
42. The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck (l 939) 
43. The Heart is a Lonely Hunter by Carson McCullers (1940) 
44. Native Son bv Richard Wright (1940) 
45. The Stranger by Albert Camus Cl 942) 
46. No Exit by Jean-Paul Sartre ( 1944) 
47. Hiroshima by John Hersey (1946) 
48. The Diary ofa Young Girl by Anne Frank (1947) 
49. Cry. the Beloved Country by Alan Paton (1948) 
50. The Gathering Storm by Winston Churchill (1948) 
51. Ni11eteen Eightv-(our by George Oiwell ( 1949) 
52. The Catcher in the Rye by J. D. Salinger (195 I) 
53. Waiting (or Godot by Samuel Beckett (1952) 
54. Charlotte's Web byE. B. White{l952) 
55. !llvisible Man by Ralph Ellison ( 1952) 
56. Fahrenheit 451 by Rav Bracibucy ( 1953\ 
57. The Lord oLtheFlies'by William Golding (1954) 
58. The LordoftheRings byJ. R.R. Tolkien (3 vol. I 954-55) 
59. Lolita by Vladimir Nabokov ( 1955) 
60. Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand ( 1957) 
61. On tlze Road by Jack Kerouac (1957) 
62. The Cat in the Hat by Dr. Seuss (1957) 
63. The Alexandria Quartet by Lawrence Durell (1957-60) 
64. The Affluent Society by John Kenneth Galbraith (1958) 
65. Night by Elie Wiesel (l 958) 
66. Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe 0958) 
67. To Kill a Mockingbird by Hamer Lee ( 1960) 
68. Stranger in a Strange Land by Robert Heinlein (1961) 
69. Catch-22 by Joseph Heller 0 961) 
70. A Clockwork Orange by Anthony Burgess (1962) 
71 , One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest by Ken Kesey (1962) 
72. Silent Spring by Rachel Carson ( 1962) 
73. The Guns o(August by Barbara Tuchman (1962) 
74. 111e Bell Jar by Sylvia Plath (1963) 
75. 111e Fire Next Time by James Baldwin (1963) 
76. In Cold Blood by Truman Capote 0965) 
77. The Autobiography o[Malcolm X by Malcolm X ( 1965) 
78. Adrift on the Nile by Naguib Mahfouz ( 1966) 
79. The Late Bourgeois World by Nadine Gordimer (1966) 
80. Wide Sargasso Sea by Jean Rhys ( 1966) 
81. One Hundred Years of Solitude by Gabriel Garcia Marguez ( 1967) 
82. The Double Helix: A Personal Account ofthe Discovery ofthe Structure ofDNA by 
James Watson (1968) 
83. Slaughterhouse-Five by Kurt Vonnegut ( 1969) 
84. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou {1969) 
85. On Death and Dving by Elisabeth Kubler-Ross (1969) 
86. Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee by Dee Alexander Brown ( 1970) 
87. Gravity's Rainbow by Thomas Pynchon (1973) 
88. Winter in the Blood by James Welch (1974) 
89. Ragtime by E. L. Doctorow (1975) 
90. Dispatches by Michael Herd\977) 
91. Song of Solomon by Toni Morrisan ( 1977) 
92. The World According to Gamby John Irving ( 1978) 
93. The Right StutfbyTom Wolfe (1979) 
94. The Color Pumle by Alice Walker ( 1982) 
95. The Handmaid's Tale by Margaret Atwood ( 1985) 
96. An Artist ofthe Floating World by Kazuo Ishiguro (1986) 
97. The Making oft he Atomic Bomb by Richard Rhodes ( 1986) 
98. And the Band Played On by Randy Shilts (1987) 
99. Schindler 's List by Thoman Keneally (1994) 
I 00. Angela's Ashes by Frank McCourt ( 1996) 
.. 
... 
.. 
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Top 100Toys 
By Becki Roberts Batie from the Lincoln Journal Star 
I. Flexible Flyer sled (early 1900s) 
2. Lionel trains ( 1901) 
3. Teddybear(1902) 
4. Crayola crayons (1903) 
5.Rook(l906) 
6. Kewpie(l91 I) 
7. Buddy L cars/trucks ( 1912) 
8. Erector sets (1913) 
9. Raggedy Ann (1914) 
10. TinkerToys(l914) 
11. Lincoln Logs (1916) 
12. Marble King marbles ( 1920s) 
13. Madame Alexander dolls ( 1923) 
14. Duncan Yo-yo(1929) 
15. Radio Flyer wagon (1929) 
16. Playskool Cobbler's Bench (1930) 
17. Buck Rogers Sonic Ray Gun (1930s) 
18. Monopoly (1935) 
19. Red Ryder BB gun (1939) 
20. ViewMaster(J939) 
21. NokHockey (1939) 
22. Model airplanes (early 1940s) 
23. Chutes and Ladders (1943) 
24. Slinky (1945) 
25.Tonkatoys(l946) 
26. Electric football (1947) 
27. Scrabble (1948) 
28. Cootie(1948) 
29.LEGOs(l949) 
30. Silly Putty (1949) 
31. Candy land ( 1949) 
32. Clue ( 1949) 
33. Mr. PotatoHead(l952) 
34. Pez dispensers (1952) 
35. Matchbox cars (1953) 
36. Play-Doh (1955) 
37. Burp guns (1955) 
38. Betsy Wetsy(l955) 
39. Ant farms (1956) 
40. Frisbee (1957) 
41. Fisher Price Com Popper ( 19 57) 
42. Green plastic army men (late 1950s) 
43. Skateboards (1958) 
44. Hula Hoop (1958) 
45. Barbie(l959) 
46. Troll dolls (1959) 
47. Little People ( 1959) 
48. Risk ( 1959) 
49. Chatty Cathy (1960) 
50. The Game of Life ( 1960) 
51. Etch-A-Sketch (1960) 
52. Slipn' Slide(l961) 
53. Easy-Bake Oven ( 1962) 
54. Schwinn StingRay ( 1963) 
55. Gl. Joe (1964) 
56. Operation (1965) 
57. SeeN Say(1965) 
58. Super Ball (1965) 
59. Slot cars (mid-1960s) 
60. Twister(J966) 
61. Ouija board ( 1967) 
62. Battleship ( 1967) 
63. Lite Brite (1968) 
64. Hot Wheels (1968) 
65. Model rockets (1969) 
66. Nerfball (1969) 
67. Big Wheel (1969) 
68. Atari Pong(1972) 
69. Baby Alive (1973) 
70. Sitn' Spin (1973) 
71. Dungeons and Dragons (1973) 
72. Rubik'sCube(l974) 
73. Stretch Armstrong (1976) 
74. BMX dirt bikes (1977) 
75. Star Wars action figures (1977) 
76. Mountain bikes (1979) 
77. Little Tikes Cozy Coupe ( 1979) 
78. Merlin (1980) 
79. Rollerblades ( 1980) 
80. Smurfs (1981) 
81. He Man/Masters of the Universe 
(1982) 
82. Cabbage Patch Kids ( 1983) 
83. Nintendo(1983) 
84. Trivial Pursuit (1983) 
85. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles action 
figures (1984) 
86. 'l'ransformers (1984) 
87. LazerTag(l986) 
88. American Girl dolls (1986) 
89. Koosh (1987) 
90. Pictionary ( 1987) 
91. Bamey(1988) 
92. Gamcboy (1989) 
93. Super Soaker ( 1991) 
94. Beanie Babies ( 1993) 
95. Playstation ( 1995) 
96.Pokernon(1995) 
97. TickleMeElmo(l996) 
98. Tamagotchi ( 1997) 
99. Furby (1998) 
100. Teletubbies(1998) 
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Dickens' -Classic Shines at 
Trinity Repertory 
By Chris Sparling, Staff Writer 
Trinity Repertory Company in Providence revisited the classic Charles Dickens tale ofredemption, A Christ-
mas Carol, for the 23rd consecutive year. The timeless tale ofEbenezer Scrooge, and his journey to salvation by his 
spectral guides, has seen many forms throughout the years at Trinity. Past performances have included full-scale 
houses, trap doors, replicated London streets and even a flying ghost of Jacob lylar1ey. The Trinity Repertory Com-
pany, in particular their set and costume designers, have successfully reinvented themselves and this production for 
the past twenty-two years. This millennium ending show was certainly no exception to such theatrical triumph. 
Set on a proscenium stage, the performance immediately carried with it a sense of two-dimensionality. Before 
the curtains opened, there was uncertainty on my part as to how this multi-layered story could transcend such special 
limitations. Admittedly so, I kind of felt as though I was about to watch an amalgamation of a junior-high band recital 
and A Chorus Line. However, all of the intentions and vision of the artistic director were revealed from the moment the 
curtains opened. Standing in virtual isolation, surrounded only by his money and perpetual misgivings toward 
humanity, was the miserly Mr. Scrooge. Meanwhile, on the opposite side of the stage a virtual Greek tragedy was 
unfolding. Scrooge's Jong time friend and business partner, Jacob Marley, was being ushered into the netherworld by a 
throng of malevolent spirits in masks - all ofwlrich could not even distract Scrooge from counting his money. Marley 
calls out in despair across the invisible, but yet unmistakably present great divide that exists between them. This 
obvious dichotomy was created to symbolize the same two-dimensionality that existed in the stage set-up itself, as well 
as the dominating concept of the play. This duality is evident throughout the performance: good vs. evil, selfishness 
vs. selflessness, and of course ... Merry Christmas vs. Bah Humbug! 
The uncharacteristically vacant Trinity stage left a great deal of room for the actors to perform. Jn a throwback 
to the actual days of the author, this piece was clearly designed to be actor driven. William Damkoehler, who played 
Scrooge, was at the forefront of this year's extremely talented ensemble. While truly capturing the essence of the 
Ebenezer Scrooge all have come to know, Damkoehler brought an added comedic whit and an undeniable charm to the 
character. It almost appeared as though the credo behind the entire performance was to not take itself too seriously, 
and to just have fun with it. This, in tum, only made the show that much more inviting to watch. 
From the actors riding a double-bicycle into the "Christmas Past," to the musical number in the "Christmas 
Present" scene that looked like an Old Navy commercial. All the way into the "Christmas Future" and the masked 
spirits that reminded me of the Green Hornet and Kato, this year's performance was a pleasure to watch. The Trinity 
Repertory Company proved once again that although computers may crash, TVs may go to snow, and video games 
may be outgrown - there will always be entertainment in their house, and room for plenty of guests. For tickets to this 
millennium-ending performance, call Trinity's Holiday Hotline at (401) 456-0000. The show begins on November 1311i 
and runs through December 26th, and tickets range from $27 to $42. 
www.skitravel.com 
1-800·999-SKl·9 
At these prices, it's too bad 
we don't sell cars. 
Maybe one day we will sell cars, food and everything else you need. But right now, irs great deols on textbooks every day. You can save up to 40%, and you'll get your books in 
l to 3 days. Not that you would, but don't sweat using a credit card. VorsityBooks.com is l 00% guaranteed secure. Try saying that about a new SUV. 
SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS. 
1 o Advertisement December 17, 1999 
GET CASH 
AND 
WIN PRIZES 
Fo·r selling your 
books 
Prizes include: 
1. $150 in free textbooks( towards Spring of 2000) 
2. RWU sweatshirt 
3. Christmas Teddy Bear 
Sell us your books and receive a numbered ticket. The more books you sell, 
the more chances to win! ! ! Drawing for the prizes will be held at noon on 
December 22nd . Winning ticket numbers will be posted at the bookstore. 
Good Luck! 
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Wrestlers shoot into season 
The wrestling team looks better than ever as they gear 
up for a competitive winter season. Led by captains Tim 
Grady, Jeff Douglas, Pete Doucet, and Joe Curran the team 
looks to take home the league title. 
The team bas gotten off to its best start in history 
posting a 6-0 record. The whole team has collaborated to 
record victories this year. Each member is an important 
part of the squad and on any given day they can be called 
upon to get a huge victory for the Hawks. 
The Hawks recently traveled down to wrestle in the 
New York University Classic. Facing some tough competi-
tion against some of the most well known schools in the 
world, Roger Williams amazingly captured first place 
honors. 
In the first match the Hawks were up against a very 
strong NYU. They wound up on top 23-16 with victories 
from Kevin Logue, Doucet, Curran, Paul Santamaria, Jeff 
Bernard, and Grady. Logue's victory was tremendous pin 
over a nahonally rated opponent. The Hawks freshened 
up in time to get another victory as they beat Albright 
College 27-13. Wins in this match were by Logue, Curran, 
Doucet Bernard, Grady and Brian Bagdon. 
The third match of the afternoon had the Hawks 
facing a very talented Williams College. The Hawks have 
not faired to well against Williams in the past, however 
this time 1t was a different story. The Hawks snared 6 out 
of 10 matches including 3 overtime victories. Santamaria, 
Logue and Junior Danny Davis pulled off the victories in 
OT, while Curran, Doucet, and Ray Rask pulled off 
victones securing the wm. This win marked the second 
time m team history that they have beaten Williams. 
The championship match found the Hawks up against 
Princeton University and once again the Hawks prevailed 
24-13. Doucet and Grady pinned their opponents, while 
By Marc Stroum, Staff Writer 
Santamaria, Bagdon, Rask, and Bernard all recorded 
victories on the way to their 1" place finish. Doucet was 
honored for his 4-0 day by being named "most outstand-
ing wrestler.'' Santamaria joined Doucet at 4-0 and Logue 
and Curran each were 3-0. For their efforts these four 
wrestlers were named athletes of the week. 
So Wrestling is off to their best start ever and many 
different wrestlers are contributing from freshman to 
seniors. The squad looks to build on their strong start 
this week with big matches agamst Coast Guard, and a 4-
team event at Plymouth State College with the University 
of Southern Maine and Western New England College. 
JD Misiak works on the take down of a recent opponent 
Photo by Marc Strawn, Staff Photographer 
COY~XI . . your ·:Pli:t.~~· '· 
bet't :er .yet~ ··:help .. · cover your 
[,tu:iti~n]m 
CoUege can mean maneuvering through a lot of different things, but tuition payments shouldn't be 
one of them. mat's where Army ROTC comes in. Here, you'll develop skills that'll last a lifetime. , 
M~t friends yoUcltn count on~~And have a s~~t at getting a .2- or 3-year scholarship. Talk to an ·. 
Army ROTC advisor today, and find out more'about our scholarship program. We've got you covered. 
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RWU Sports 
Men's Basketball 
By Marc Strown, Staff Writer 
The winter sports season got underway just before Thanksgiving and has dramati-
cally heated up since students returned to school. The men's team has made for some 
exciting nights on campus with 3 excellent turnouts in their home games. The team has 
gotten off to a good start at 3-2, but look to greatly improve in the next couple of weeks. 
With 4 returning starters in Michael Lynch, Rob Sewell, Liam Carr, and Chris Venino, 
along with depth on the bench from newcomers and returning lettermen, the ~awks are 
aiming to get their second CCC title in a row. They have a lot going for them right now 
beginning with experience and the willingness to win. 
The season got underway back on November 19, when the Hawks played in the first 
round of the UMASS Dartmouth tournament. In the Hawks faced Clarke College a team 
who last year made it to the Division III NCAA tournament. Roger Williams came out 
flying hitting threes and getting easy lay-ups on fast breaks. This fast paced play 
continued throughout, ensuring 
the Hawks their first victory of the 
season 81-70. 
Freshman Chris Bagdis had a 
tremendous collegiate debut 
scoring 23 points, while junior 
Chris V enino had I 7, Liam Carr 
poured in 1 I, and transfer Andrew 
Provost helped out adding in IO 
points. Everyone contributed in 
the first win of the season on 
booth sides of the ball. Michael 
Lynch led the team in assists, 
rebounds, and steals. 
On Saturday, November 20, 
Jason Wiggins helps put RIC away 
Photo by Marc Stroum, Staff Photographer 
the Hawks found themselves in the finals against a very strong UMASS Dartmouth 
team. The Hawks ended up on the losing end 82-72. Despite playing a decent game, the 
Hawks could have taken home a victory. Lynch led all scorers with 21 points, while 
Bagdis had another strong outing scoring 18. Bagdis in his first two games as a Hawk 
was recognized not only in the tournament for the all tournament team, but in the CCC as 
rookie of the week As well. 
The Hawks next game found them up against the 7m ranked team in the country in 
Connecticut College, a team that made it to the final four last year in Division Ill. The 
Hawks had an amazing first half taking a 36-35 lead into the break. The second half was a 
different story as Conn. came out finng going on a huge scoring tear, leaving the Hawks 
in a tough position to catch up. They ended up on the Josmg end 82-74. Liam Carr had a 
monster game scoring 24 points leading the Hawks, whtle Lynch and newcomer Lee 
Harris added 11 each. It was a good solid effort and with a little more consistency the 
Hawks could have had a major upset. 
The next game the Hawks were able to take out some of their frustration and get their 
I" home win of the season. The 
Hawks hosted RIC and for the 
first time in recent history the 
Hawks were able to close the 
door on RIC with an easy victory 
82-57. Carr and Lynch led the 
way wi1h 26 points apiece while 
Badis added 11. Lynch also was 
the top rebounder with 12, had 4 
blocks and dished out 5 assists. 
The Hawks finished out the 
week pounding the University of 
New England 86-57. Coasting the 
whole way, the Hawks were able 
to get everyone involved in the 
Liam Carr dominates the middle against RIC offense. The defense was solid 
Photo By Marc Stroum, Staff Photographer all game and for the second game 
in a row they limited their opponent to under 60 points. Venino and Lynch led the team 
with 16 points each while Carr poured in 14 and Harris added 11. Badis had a strong 
game on the boards with I 0 rebounds and Andrew Provost came off the bench playing 
solid defense with 4 steals. 
This week started off the same way as last week ended. The Hawks faced Johnson 
and Wales and cruised to an easy 91-64 victory. The game got interesting as Johnson 
and Wales, losing by 34 at one point, got back within I 0 points of the Hawks. The 
starters did their job in preserving the win, playing sohd defense and hitting some big 
shots. Carr had another big game scoring 23, Sewell poured in 12, and Badis added 12 as 
well. 
This week the Hawks 
travel to Emerson and have 
a tough game on Saturday 
against Wheaton College. 
"Each game is a building 
block for the next," said 
Co-captain Liam Carr and if 
we keep playing hard and 
show a high intensity level 
then maybe we will be able 
to accomplish some special 
things." 
Answers to the Quiz Comer on page 6 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
5. 
William McKinley. 
A New Jersey man named Garrett Hobart. 
But he died November 21, 1899. He was 
the fifth U.S. Vice-President to die while in 
office. 
Two. She died January 30, l 90 l, after 
having reigned for almost 64 years. 
Ernest Miller Hemingway. 
Humphrey Bogart. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Women's Basketball 
By Marc Strown, Staff Writer 
The Women's Basketball team is off to one of their best starts in recent history. 
Coming off a dismal year, the Hawks are looking to surprise some competition and make a 
name for themselves in the league. 
This squad has many returning players and a strong freshman class has added much 
needed depth to the team. Captain Melissa Belotti has led this new and improved team to 
a .500 record thus far this season. 
The 
Season 
began when 
the Hawks 
traveled to 
play in the 
Skidmore 
Tournament. 
Tn the first 
round they 
faced a very 
strong 
Amhearst 
College 
losing 86-36. 
Despite the 
loss, the team 
played tough 
and never gave 
up.Emily 
Lauren Hall pulls up for a shot m win against RIC 
Photo by Marc Stroum, SattT Photographer 
Winsor led the team with 8 points and 7 rebounds. 
In the consolation game against Mass. College of Liberal Arts, the Hawks were 
determined to win. After a dismal first half in which they were losing 34-17, the team came 
out in the second half out scoring their opponent 37-16 on the way to their first victory 
of the season. Melissa Belotti led the charge with 19 points, while Winsor chipped in 
with 13 and freshman Marie Chartier poured in 11. It was an all out team effort. Belotti for 
her tenacious play was named to the all tournament team. 
After Thanksgiving break the girls traveled to face UMass Boston where they picked 
up a come from behind victory. Emily Winsor had tremendous night scoring career high 
27 points on 12-16 shooting from the field. Along with this she had a game high 14 
rebounds. Melissa Belotti also helped out in the win adding eight points and a can:eT 
high 9 steals. 
On Thursday December 2, the Hawks beat RIC for the first time in team history. This 
victory also equaled their complete win total for all of last yThanear. The Hawks had a 
comfortable 29-19 halftime lead and with tenacious defense and key shots they pulled off 
a 45-37 win. Chartier a freshman had her best game yet scoring 16 points in the win, while 
Winsor tallied 14 points and 12 rebounds. 
The week ended with a tough loss to the University of New England. Winsor had 
another strong game with 15 points earning her the athlete of the week award. Belotti and 
Ashley Vose each had IO points in the game. 
This week the Hawks host Johnson and Wales on Monday and wi\I host Curry 
College on Thursday night. All is looking good as the Hawks look to continue with their 
winning ways and surprise some teams in the league. 
Extramural Volleyball Tournament 
Sunday December 5, 1999 the R WU Intramural/Recreation Department took 9 
students to an extramural volleyball tournament hosted by the University of Connecticut 
Recreational Department. Andy K.reteau, Greg Somerville, Eric & Evan Scott, Jacki Zelko, 
Matt Barnhart, Matt Kilam, and Ben Cook were those who attended. 
While the team only won 2 out of 9 games everyone enjoyed themselves. 
"These type of tournaments are about getting kids off campus and interacting with 
students from other schools in a positive atmosphere," said Mike Gallagher, Intramural/ 
Recreation Activity Coordinator. The team competed against SUNY, UCONN, Columbia, 
and Pace. 
The boll weevil, which 
devastated many cotton 
crops. 
Paul Gaugin. 
Bottled Coca-Cola. 
Kate Chopin's The 
Awakening. 
Athletes of the Week 
By Danielle Brigante, Editor 
Each week, the athletic department selects a male 
and female athlete of the week based on personal 
achievement and team contribution. The Hawk's 
Eye would like to recognize the following athletes 
for earning recent "Athlete of the Week" honors. 
Week for December 7. 1999 
Sophomore Emily Winsor, Basketball 
.!Q. Captain Alfred Dreyfuss 
Pete Doucet, Kevin Logue, Joe Curran, and Paul 
Santamaria, Wrestling 
(in France). 
